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Abstract 

Real time control of heterogeneous traffic is always a challenge for efficient and effective traffic management. The solution 
becomes more complex when the heterogeneity is augmented with limited lane discipline. Adaptive traffic signal controllers 
offer better signal time management especially when the traffic is not saturated. Traditional methods of upstream vehicle 
detection (UTOPIA, PRODYN, SCOOT, OPAC, and RHODES) work well with disciplined traffic. However, this approach 
has several limitations when the drivers do not adhere to their respective lanes. To address this, a traffic adaptive control 
model which uses stop-line detector information is proposed in this paper. In a corridor of closely spaced controlled 
intersection, vehicular movement can be improved largely by synchronizing the signals between intersections. Further, 
efficiency of the synchronization can be enhanced by operating the corridor at an optimum cycle. The model aims at real-time 
allocation of optimum cycle time through actor-critic reinforcement learning. This approach has the ability to learn 
relationships between control action such as cycle time and their effect on the vehicle queuing while pursuing a goal of 
maximizing intersection throughput. When this model is applied to large scale problem such as multiple phasing, will 
generate large state-space which limits application of conventional reinforcement learning techniques. To address this, actor-
critic reinforcement learning with function approximation technique is used. The performance of the model is tested on a 
typical four phase four intersections arterial with variable flow is simulated using a traffic micro-simulator (VISSIM) and 
interfaced with the proposed model using dynamic link library (DLL). The model performance is compared with the 
traditional fully-actuated system. The results using this approach shows significant improvement over traditional control in 
the coordinated direction, especially for the traffic with demand transition. 
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1. Introduction 

The movement of a platoon of vehicles through several signalized intersections is referred to as progression. 
By properly coordinating the traffic signals in a network, platoons of vehicles can keep progressing. Signal 
coordination can be achieved in off-line or on-line means. Offline coordination is done either by progression-
based methods, which maximize the bandwidth of the progression, or dis-utility based methods, which minimize 
a performance measure such as the overall delay and stops. Bandwidth optimization techniques, such as 
MAXBAND, MULTIBAND-96, and PASSER use traffic volumes, signal spacing, and desired travel speed to 
determine the optimum width of the progression band that can be accommodated on an arterial. Whereas dis-
utility based models such as TRANSYT, SYNCHRO generally at
minimizes the amount of overall delay in the system and then compute the offset required for progression. Off-
line models are well suited in a situation where the traffi ion 

these models perform badly or not applicable. To address this on-line coordination was proposed. 
ristic, centralized/hierarchical control, and multi agent control 

techniques. Well known heuristic systems employ a library of pre-stored signal control plans, which are 
developed off-line on the basis of historical traffic data. Plans are selected on the basis of the time of day and the 
day of the week, directly by the operator, or by matching from an existing library a plan best suitable for recently 
measured traffic conditions (Katwijk et al. 2006). Although the solution provided by heuristic methods is very 
quick, it is not truly adaptive with respect to horizon time or future traffic pattern due to its reactive nature of 
control. 
 

Nomenclature 

i  signal state of the ith phase {GREEN or RED}{i = 1, . . . . , F} 

  learning rate 

  discount rate 

  temporal difference error 
u   weight associated with the state value in the uth iteration 

Ap
u  preference of choosing pth action in uth iteration {p = 1, . . . . , Q} 

F  total number of input variables/phases 

Q  total number of actions  

Vs
u  state value in the uth iteration; 

Vu  update interval discharge in the uth iteration; 

gi  actual green for the ith phase 

gini  initial green 

gmax  maximum green 

gmin  minimum green 

h  gap between vehicles 

hth  threshold gap 
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i  phase index 

C  cycle time 

t  current simulation time 

u  update counter 

To have traffic signal control in true adaptive sense numerous models such as SCATS, SCOOT, OPAC, 
UTOPIA, PRODYN, MOTION, RHODES, and ACS Lite were proposed. The models use various detection 

gurations, optimization techniques, and prediction models to obtain an optimal solution. The models are 
basically pro-active in nature based on the predictions made using advance/upstream detection information. 
Further, these models require communication to/from central server for efficient functioning (NCHRP Synthesis 
403, 2010). 

To eliminate communication requirement to/from central server and to have distributed control few researchers 
applied agent control techniques to model the traffic signal control problem. Isolated intersection control is 
usually modelled as a single agent decision making problem. For a system that has more than one intersection 
such as an arterial signal control should be modelled as multi agent system (MAS) (Xie 2007, Hu and Wellman 
2003, Littman 1994, Hu and Wellman 1998, Tan 1993). In the independent agent control each agent treats all 
other agents as part of the environment. One potential problem of this method is that the existence of other agents 
may affect the environment and invalidate the Markov property assumption (Hu and Wellman 2003). To 
overcome this limitation researchers have applied two-agent zero-sum SG and general sum SG theory to model 
urban arterial. For arterial traffic signal control, the gain of one control agent does not necessarily mean the loss 
of other agents. Therefore, the zero-sum SG framework is not suitable for modelling arterial traffic control 
problems. This limitation was addressed by general-sum SG theory formulation using multi agent Q-learning 
algorithm, where different agents can increase their gains simultaneously. The major difficulty in applying multi 
agent Q-learning is the number of state variables will become very large and make the learning process extremely 
slow (Littman 1994, Hu and Wellman 1998). 

MARL based on the SG framework is theoretically sound. However, it is not suitable for real world control 
applications due to its complexity and large state space. Therefore, to address this limitation a new approach of 
information sharing with each other agents using cooperative - agent theory has been applied. However, in the 
case of arterial control different intersections may have different geometric settings; their environments are most 
likely different. Under this circumstance, sharing experience among different agents may not be useful. In 
addition, it was shown that sharing experience among agents only expedited the learning process and did not 
appear to improve the learning results (Tan 1993). 

It is relatively easy to develop traffic signal implementation plan using some predictive models if the traffic is 
more or less homogeneous and also if lane discipline is followed. However, their implementation in 
heterogeneous traffic poses greater challenges. The term heterogeneous traffic in this paper refers traffic 
comprising passenger cars, standard trucks and buses, and non-conventional vehicles like, three wheeled auto 
rickshaws, and motor bikes, etc. These vehicles have diverse static characteristics (dimensions) and dynamic 
characteristics like acceleration/deceleration. In addition, such traffic is characterized by low level of lane 
discipline. Due to the in-adherence of vehicles to the lanes supposed to be followed and moving in zigzag 
manner, it is difficult to estimate reliable queue lengths associated with various movements. This results in 
considerable error in the green and delay estimations. 

Therefore, properly designing an adaptive control plan to handle highly heterogeneous traf c is a complex 
 required both on the control model 

and implementation strategy to manage the situation (Ravikumar and Mathew 2011). 
From the above discussion, following limitations of adaptive traffic control system for a corridor control are 

ffic adaptive control model exists to account for traffic heterogeneity & limited lane 
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 scale problems such as multi-phase signal control and 
number of intersections on real time. 

ffic Adaptive Signal Control using Reinforcement learning - 
Corridor (TRASCR-  based on stop line detection information 
using actor-critic reinforcement learning. The advantage of this model is it does not require any prediction or 
estimation values in decision making as is required by most of the state-of-the-art adaptive traffic control systems. 

2. Methodology 

The basic idea of proposed control algorithm is to bring adaptive feature to the stop line based vehicle actuated 
controller through reinforcement learning.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. TRASCR-C Controller 
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Controller terminates target phase according to maximum green time determined by proposed model 
TRASCR-C, whereas other phases would be terminated as in stop line based vehicle actuated (VA) control. In 
order to synchronize signals the model finds out optimum cycle using reinforcement learning. The control begins 
with the supply of various control parameters and initialization of model parameters as shown in Fig. 1. If the 
time is less than simulation or control period, it checks whether the active phase is target phase or not. The active 
phase is checked for maximum green time criteria if the phase is target phase else VA termination criteria. If the 
next phase is target phase then gmax and gmin values are updated as in equations 1 and 2 to achieve coordination. If 
time is equal to cycle update interval, it gets new state and reward from the system i.e., latest greens of critical 
intersection and increase in discharge from previous control action. The model then determines new cycle time as 
shown in Fig. 1. The controller learns about these actions through reinforcement learning. 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is an area of machine learning concerned with how an agent ought to take 
actions in an environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative reward. In reinforcement learning agent 
interacts with its environment in discrete time steps as shown in Fig. 2. At each time t, the agent receives 
information about the state of the environment st, which typically includes reward rt. It then chooses an action at 
from the set of actions available, which is subsequently sent to the environment. The environment moves to a 
new state st+1 and the reward rt+1 associated with the transition (st, at, st+1) is measured. The goal of a 
reinforcement learning agent is to collect as much reward as possible. At the beginning of learning agent can 
choose any action at for a given state st, but as the learning progresses it minimizes exploration and opt for 
exploitation of the knowledge gained. 
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                   Fig. 2. Reinforcement learning 

2.1. TRASCR-C Model 

It is well known that real time control of a corridor is done by finding critical intersection dynamically. 
However, when the critical intersection is multi-phase signal control, the number of possible states the 
intersection can take is very large. Therefore, synchronization of a corridor with multi-phase signals is a large 
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scale problem. However, the conventional reinforcement learning techniques such as Q-learning and SARSA are 
applicable for small scale problems. To address this, proposed model TRASCR-C uses actor-critic reinforcement 
learning with function approximation technique. The formulation is in such a way that learning is a function of 
state instead of state specific as in Q-learning or SARSA. This helps the model to learn relation between various 

ts of TRASCR-C in terms of the typical RL 
structure (i.e., state, action, and reward) are discussed as follows. 

2.1.1. State 
  
Since the queue length cannot be determined in stop line based vehicle actuated control and termination is 

based on threshold gap/maximum green criteria, the state of the system is represented in a novel way as latest 
green times of the critical intersection of the corridor. F  
components that are the actual greens associated with each phase. 

2.1.2. Action 
 
The action of the control agent is to assign common cycle for the corridor. The action space is represented as 

in the neighborhood of the previous cycle as given below. 

*5 1, 0, 1newC C n where n and  (3)  

2.1.3. Reward 
 
To have efficient control at saturated/over saturated traffic conditions maximizing total discharge is more 

rational than minimizing delay and/or no of stops. Therefore, the reward is 
discharge, i.e., the difference between total discharges between two successive cycle updates. If the reward has a 
positive value, this means that the total discharge is increased by this value after executing the action. However, a 
negative reward value indicates that the action results in decreased discharge. 

2.1.4. Action Selection Method 
 
To facilitate the agent to search overall state-action space, a well-known -greedy method is used for selecting 

a particular action. The  -greedy learner selects greedy action most of the time except for a small amount  of 
time, it selects a random action uniformly. The value of  is chosen to decrease gradually with iterations (from 0.9 
to 0.1). This will result in more exploration at the beginning of the learning process which enables the agent to 
search the overall state-action space and gradually emphasizes exploitation as the agent converges to the optimal 
policy. Latest greens of the critical intersection is given as input to the model and output of the model can be 
divided into state value and action values as shown in Fig. 3. The state value represents how good the current 
state i.e., in the present case it represents a discharge factor for the horizon. The remaining part of the output 
represents action values i.e., preference to choose each action given the current state inputs. 

2.1.5. Computation of State & Action values 
 
In order to select a particular action according to  -greedy method the model needs to estimate state and action 

values as discussed below. Given the latest greens of the critical intersection as inputs, the model estimates its 
current state of the system as follows. 
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Fig. 3. TRASCR-C Model 
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The state value in the uth iteration, Vs
u, is defined as follows 

*u u u
sV s   (5)  

Similarly, the preference of choosing each action i.e., action value Ap is defined as follows 

* {1,..., }u u u
p pA s w where p Q  (6) 

2.1.6. Training of TRASCR-C 
 

The training of TRASCR-C model i.e., the process of tuning of critic and action weights is done based on 
the well-known temporal difference learning technique. The advantage of temporal-difference (TD) learning 
methods is it can learn directly from raw experience . The TD 
meth  outcome. 

 
Vs

u is given as 
1 1( )u u u u

s sV V V V   (7) 

According to the action taken, the new weights are updated as given below. 
1 1u u us   (8) 

1 1u u u
p pw w s   (9)  

3. Model Testing 

ffi  of goals. The goal 
here for the proposed corridor model TRASCR-C is to improve the travel speed along the corridor (West-East). 
The efficiency of a proposed traffic control system and its strategies towards desired goal is determined 
quantitatively by means measures of effectiveness (MOEs). To evaluate system efficiency following MOEs is 
selected: Travel time and throughput along the corridor. The performance of the widely used vehicle actuated 
control (VA) is used as a bench mark and is compared to the proposed model. 

The proposed real-time adaptive signal control model is tested using a scalable, high performance microscopic 
simulation package, Vissim 5.10. It has been widely used in the testing of various algorithms and evaluation of 
various Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) strategies because of its powerful Application Programming 
Interfaces (API), through which users can access the core models to customize and extend many features of the 
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underlying simulation model such as signal control without having to deal with the underlying proprietary source 
codes. The proposed model is developed as a Vissim plug-in through API programming. 

3.1. Typical Urban Corridor 

A typical urban corridor consists of four intersections as shown in Fig. 4 is selected to test the performance of 
the model.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Typical urban arterial 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Typical daily variation in the flow 
To account for the effect of heterogeneity and limited lane discipline, the Vissim driving behavior i

according to the calibrated parameters and guide lines given by authors (Mathew and Radakrishnan 2010).  To   
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Table 1. Comparison of discharge and queue along West-East direction 
 

  Disch (veh) Queue (m) 

Phase/Junction  VA TRASCR-C % VA TRASCR-C % 

Phase1@J1 7692 10292 34 214 180 -16 

Phase1@J2 9753 12878 32 143 117 -18 

Phase1@J3 15066 19228 28 225 163 -28 

Phase1@J4 18851 21747 15 201 167 -17 
 
 

Table 2. Comparison of delay and travel time along West-East direction 
 

  Delay (sec/veh) TT (sec) 

 Section VA TRASCR-C % VA TRASCR-C % 

S1(241m) 330 157 -52 347 174 -50 

S2(566m) 521 248 -52 560 287 -49 

S3(1087m) 708 374 -47 783 449 -43 

S4(376m) 251 112 -55 277 138 -50 

S5(897m) 446 239 -46 507 301 -41 

S6(611m) 228 141 -38 270 183 -32 
 
 
Table 3. Comparison of intersections performance 

 

  
Disch (veh) Delay (s) Queue (m) 

 Junction VA TRASCR-C % VA TRASCR-C % VA TRASCR-C % 

J1 23321 28079 20 369 248 -33 141 134 -5 

J2 29338 33910 16 182 130 -29 107 99 -7 

J3 43993 46438 6 138 137 -1 142 148 4 

J4 48791 50361 3 126 121 -4 133 139 5 
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test  patterns (heavy volume on west and east approaches & low 
volume on south and north approaches) with typical day time variations and heterogeneous vehicle composition 
are given as shown in Fig. 5. The corridor performance of the proposed TRASCR-C model is compared against 
VA control in Table 1 and Table 2. It clearly shows that discharge, queue, delay, and travel time are improved 
along the coordinated West-East direction. Further, the impact of the proposed coordination on the overall system 
is summarized in Table 3. It shows that the discharge and delay from the coordinated phase as well as whole 
intersections are improved. Therefore, it can be inferred that the model is able to coordinate the desired direction 
without penalizing overall system. 

4. Conclusion 

ffic Adaptive Signal Control using Reinforcement 
learning-Corridor (TRASCR-  bring adaptive feature to the stop line based 
vehicle actuated controller through actor critic reinforcement learning. The model also addresses the weaknesses 
of operational adaptive control models by having the following attributes: (1). Information used for decision-
making processing is more reliable because it is not dependent on forecasting model as in other state-of-the-art 
models. (2). Intersection utilization is used explicitly in the formulation. (3). More effi
implementation as it requires only stop line detectors information. 

As it is very difficult or impossible to include traffic heterogeneity and limited lane discipline into control 
-C model addressed the issue by moving detector to stop 

line. The model is also addressed the issue of scalability and generalization using actor-critic reinforcement 
learning. 
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